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“This is one of the best 
business books I have read” 
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Parksite, Inc.







“We continue to do our job.  We’re 
adding value.  Working hard.  

Managing our piece of the channel and 
then some.  We have relationships up 

and down the channel… 

Yet something just doesn’t feel right.”

Majority Sense 
The Need To 
Change





Seismic Waves
Rapid advances in technology 
and the liberalization of public 
policy have shaped a world in 
which companies face increasing 
performance pressure amidst sinking 
return on assets, intense 
competition, and changing 
workforce dynamics.

Restructuring Of Economy
•Fundamental - Structural 
Changes In The Economy

•While economy grows - 
fewer are taking part in 
its growth

•Growth will be harder to 
generate and will likely remain 

Merging of 3 Economies
Traditional Economy - inherited 
from the 20th century.  Real economy 
producing goods & services. i.e. GE

Financial Capitalism - Financial 
instruments making money out of money

Creative Economy - Real economy 
producing goods & services thru inter-
connected constellation of tech 
innovations & mass customization.







Yuma Soerianto | Melbourne, Australia  | Age 10 Mask Wakamiya | Japan  | Age 82



• Augmented Reality 
• Drones 
• 3D Scanning & Printing 
• Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) 
• Big Data 
• (Semi) Autonomous 

Equipment 
• Embedded Sensors 
• Advanced Building Materials





Believe Their 
Organization Is 
Experiencing A 
Disruption

88%
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2018 Member Survey

84%
Believe we are 
operating in an business 
environment that we 
could call the age of 
disruption



Member Response

“There is always something 
that is transpiring that is 
making it more and more 
difficult to complete business 
in a comfortable and healthy 
way.”



2018 Member Survey

87%
Believe we must 
reinvent our business 
before someone else 
does



Member Response

“Reinventing ourselves is the 
only thing that will eliminate 
bad practices and re-build on 
best practices.”



2018 Member Survey

91%
Believe that mechanical 
contractors are 
operating from dated 
business models



Member Response

“Most are!  The OLD boys don’t 
like change, they will be left 
behind.  The saying ‘If you 
don’t change, the outcome will 
be the same’ will be very true 
to the ones that don’t adapt.”



Despite This Awareness Of 
And Need For CHANGE …



“Many construction firms are 
still characterized by a 
conservative company culture 
and mindset, and are hampered 
by organizational inertia.”



Inherent Inertia

Lack of movement or activity especially 
when movement or activity is wanted 

or needed



“90 of the world’s 
infrastructure projects are 
either late or over-budget.”

Bent Flyvbjerg 
BT Professor and Chair of Major Programme Management



“Construction has suffered for 
decades from remarkably poor 
productivity relative to other 
sectors.  While other sectors 
have transformed themselves, 
boosting productivity … much 
of construction has evolved at a 
glacial pace.”



“With the disruptive 
and constant pressure 
from all directions, 
how do we create a 
sustainable and 
relevant business?” 

Dan Blaylock 
CEO • Adams Burch



Leading Customers To A 
Better Future For Which 
They Are Willing And 
Able To Reward You

Innovation



InnovationWho Innovates?





Vision Drives 
Change and 
Innovation



Without vision there 
is no innovation



Future Reality You Really Believe Is 
Possible … With Committed Effort



In disruptive 
times it’s easy to 
get lost in the 
fog of 
uncertainty



“And the sad 
thing is, I 
have no 
vision for the 
future.”

Distribution CEO



“Capital 
isn’t scarce, 
vision is.”

Sam Walton



Tyranny of the urgent
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Sixteen years ago, Michael Marks posed for the cover of Wired magazine, an Xbox

Katerra
A pre-assembled wall of a Katerra construction project is brought in.



Katerra Vision



“It comes down to trying to 
expose yourself to the best 

humans have done.  And then 
try to bring those things in to 

what you are doing.”



“The real challenge for 
companies is to identify which 
innovation are relevant for 
them and, most importantly, 
how they can integrate these 
innovation into their existing 
day-today operations and 
transform their organization 
and business model.”



1. Do you understand the disruptive forces 
that will change the way business is 
done? 

2. Do you have a well articulated vision? 

3. Is it bold? Will it require excellence? Will 
it catalyze innovation? 

4. Review companies you admire with bold 
visions - What inspires you about them? 

5. Then answer the question… what is our 
future reality?

Vision



“Leadership is the ability to 
inspire others to achieve 
shared objectives.  It starts 
with vision, and the clarity of 
vision that the leader has, 
and the ability to think about 
where they ultimately want 
to take the business, the 
team, or a particular 
product.”

Jeff Weiner 
CEO



Culture Drives 
Change and 
Innovation



Culture Before Strategy



Organizations driven 
by purpose and values 
outperformed the 
general market 15 to 1



Beliefs
Culture

+ Behaviors + Commitment



Digital Transformation
Dependent On Culture 
Of Organization



Learning 
Organization

Like Minded 
Individuals Inject Youth Pass The 

Baton





Learning 
Organization

Like Minded 
Individuals Inject Youth Pass The 

Baton



• Have we been intentional about the 
culture we desire? 

• What are the beliefs that make up the 
foundation of your culture? 

• Have you defined the behaviors and 
commitment these beliefs require for 
each role in your company?

Culture



Transformative 
Leaders Drive 
Change and 
Innovation



Transformative Leaders 
Define Their NEXT





Lead Into The Disruptive Future



Progressive & 
Entrepreneurial 

Professionally Run
Early AdoptersLate AdoptersLifestyle

•Content with - have a 
level of comfort with 
where they and the 
business is at 

•Not investing in the 
future 

•Slow to react to market 
changes 

•Limited succession 
planning

•Limited financial 
budgeting and 
planning 

•Short term thinking 
•Late in adopting 

technology 
•Geographically defined 
•Ownership might be 

semi retired

•Long term vision and plans 
•Focus on execution 
•Capital investments for future 

endeavors 
•Invest in their people 
•Long term thinking (ROI) 
•Unique - differentiating idea 

implementation 
•Innovative culture 
•Open to sharing info internally 

and externally

•Students of business 
•Accountability to more than the 

owner 
•Go to market strategy - to lead in 

something 
•Strategic relationships 
•Perpetually prepared to seize 

market opportunities 
•In tune with their customers 
•Willingness to take risk 
•Technology and digitally enabled



• Have a discussion with your 
team around the three 
Innovation Catalysts

• Identify a component where 
it’s time to change the rules

• Define your next

• Articulate your strategic plan

Leadership
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